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D E V E L O P M E N T A L  B I O L O G Y

eIF4A2 targets developmental potency and  
histone H3.3 transcripts for translational control of  
stem cell pluripotency
Dan Li1,2,3, Jihong Yang1, Xin Huang1, Hongwei Zhou1, Jianlong Wang1*

Translational control has emerged as a fundamental regulatory layer of proteome complexity that governs cellular 
identity and functions. As initiation is the rate-limiting step of translation, we carried out an RNA interference 
screen for key translation initiation factors required to maintain embryonic stem cell (ESC) identity. We identified 
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A2 (eIF4A2) and defined its mechanistic action through ribosomal protein 
S26–independent and –dependent ribosomes in translation initiation activation of messenger RNAs (mRNAs) 
encoding pluripotency factors and the histone variant H3.3 with demonstrated roles in maintaining stem cell 
pluripotency. eIF4A2 also mediates translation initiation activation of Ddx6, which acts together with eIF4A2 to 
restrict the totipotent two-cell transcription program in ESCs through Zscan4 mRNA degradation and translation 
repression. Accordingly, knockdown of eIF4A2 disrupts ESC proteome, causing the loss of ESC identity. Collectively, 
we establish a translational paradigm of the protein synthesis of pluripotency transcription factors and epigenetic 
regulators imposed on their established roles in controlling pluripotency.

INTRODUCTION
Cellular identity is driven by widespread gene expression control in 
multiple regulatory layers, with heterogeneity in the cellular epi
genome, transcriptome, and proteome. Although initial work focused 
on dissecting the transcriptome and epigenome in safeguarding 
stem cell identity (1), RNA expression cannot directly determine 
protein abundance and cellular identity. Increasing studies have re
vealed the importance of posttranscriptional control in embryonic 
stem cells (ESCs) (2), and mRNA translation ranked first among all 
the enriched biological processes in analyzing the genes necessary 
for ESC maintenance (3). In ESCs, protein abundance and chroma
tin landscapes are susceptible to the alternations of translational 
control (4). However, mechanisms of mRNA translational control, 
particularly the ratelimiting translation initiation control in safe
guarding ESC identity, remain poorly defined.

Mouse ESCs do not usually differentiate into extraembryonic tro
phoblast lineage, except for a minor population of bipotential twocell 
(2C)–like cells with both embryonic and extraembryonic differentia
tion propensities (5). While genetic manipulation of transcription 
programs and epigenetic machinery (6–8) can overcome this barrier, 
it is currently unknown whether a translational control mechanism 
exists to restrict the totipotent 2C program and extraembryonic lin
eage propensity in maintaining pluripotency.

Starting from an RNA interference (RNAi) screen to identify key 
translation initiation factors (TIFs) that are required for maintaining 
ESC identity, we found in this study that eukaryotic TIF 4A2 (eIF4A2) 
mediates a unique translation program by acting as both a transla
tion activator and a repressor to control the expression of cellular 

potency regulators, including pluripotency factors and totipotency 
regulators, and epigenetic regulators, including a specific histone 
variant and a polycomb protein, which shapes the proteome of ESCs 
in safeguarding pluripotent stem cell identity.

RESULTS
An RNAi screen identifies eIF4A2 as a critical TIF for  
ESC maintenance
TIFs include eIFs and other factors involved in translation initiation 
(9) (Fig. 1A). While TIF RNA expression is dynamically regulated 
during mouse early embryogenesis, most TIF proteins are uniformly 
upregulated to the highest level at the blastocyst stage (fig. S1A) 
(10), from which ESCs can be derived, suggesting a potentially pro
found translation initiation control in ESCs.

To explore the functional significance of TIFs in regulating ESC 
identity, we performed an RNAi screen with three independent and 
constitutive short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs; sh1 to sh3  in Fig. 1C) 
targeting all 68 TIFs for ESC maintenance (Fig. 1, B and C). The 
screen was repeated once with high reproducibility (the two col
umns in Fig. 1C) and resulted in various ESC statuses ranging from 
undifferentiated (red; shGFP/sheIF4G2 as control/hit example) to 
moderately differentiated (pink; shNanog/sheIF4H as control/hit 
example) to fully differentiated (gray; shSox2/sheIF4A2 as control/
hit example) cell states (Fig. 1, C and D). Candidate hits that resulted 
in cell death/loss were scored as “too few colonies” (white) (Fig. 1C). 
We found that knockdown (KD) of the TIFs previously reported for 
ESC maintenance (3, 11), such as eIF2B3 and eIF2S2, also showed 
moderate differentiation (Fig.  1C) and that depletion of eIF4G2 
[also known as novel APOBEC1 target 1 (Nat1)] maintains, or even 
slightly enhances, typical domeshaped and alkaline phosphatase 
(AP)–positive ESC morphology as reported (Fig. 1, C and D) (12), 
supporting the validity of our screen. Overall, our screen of 68 TIFs 
identified 10 TIFs (Fig. 1C, highlighted in yellow) whose depletion 
induced severe differentiation and/or death in ESCs. To identify TIFs 
specifically required for ESC pluripotency instead of cellular viability, 
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Fig. 1. An RNAi screen identifies the requirement of eIF4A2 for maintaining the ESC identity. (A) Schematic of the eukaryotic cap–dependent translation initiation 
process. PABP, polyadenylate-binding protein; Ncbp1, nuclear cap binding protein subunit 1. (B) Schematic of the RNAi screen to identify TIF dependency in ESCs. Puro+ 
indicates that the shRNA plasmid contains a puromycin-resistant gene. AP is alkaline phosphatase. (C) The RNAi screen results. The box colors denote ESC states as indicated. 
The selected candidates are highlighted in yellow. sh1 to sh3 are three short hairpins for each gene, and screening was performed in biological replicates. (D) Representative 
examples of the AP-stained colony results from the RNAi screen, including the positive controls (shNanog and shSox2) and the negative control (shGFP). The border colors 
match the box colors used in (C). (E) Proliferation curves for ESCs with control KD (shNT and shGFP), eIF4A2 KD (sheIF4A2), eIF4A2 KD rescued with WT eIF4A2 
(sheIF4A2 + WT), or helicase activity mutants of eIF4A2 (sheIF4A2 + DQAD/NEAD). (F and G) Heatmap (F) and Gene Ontology (GO) analysis (G) of the up-regulated and 
down-regulated transcripts upon eIF4A2 KD from RNA-seq data. shLuc, shLuciferase; EV, empty vector control. (H) GSEA results of primary germ layer gene sets (epidermis 
development, mesoderm development, endoderm differentiation, and formation of primary germ layer), placenta (trophectoderm) gene set, and 2C-like ESCs gene set 
(Z4 event, Zscan4 expression) by comparing eIF4A2 KD with control KD cells from RNA-seq data. NES, normalized enrichment score. (I) Examples of the RNA-seq result 
in multiple groups. shCtrl (control shRNA) includes shLuc and shEV control KD experiments.
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we removed eight fitness genes essential to many immortalized and 
cancer cell types (fig. S1B) (13) and one gene likely required for ESC 
viability (eIF2C2; Fig. 1C). eIF4A2 is the only and most consistent 
TIF whose depletion causes moderate to severe ESC differentiation 
instead of cell death (Fig. 1, C and D, and fig. S1C), which is consis
tent with its specific expression enrichment in preimplantation inner 
cell mass (ICM) of the blastocyst in vivo (fig. S1D) and its down 
regulated expression during retinoic acid or fibroblast growth 
factor 2 (Fgf2)/Activin A differentiation in vitro (fig. S1, E and F).

Next, we validated the KD efficiency (fig. S1, G, H, and K) and 
the differentiation phenotype in an alternative ESC line (fig. S1I) 
and under an alternative pluripotent state of 2i/leukemia inhibitory 
factor (LIF) (14) cultured naïve ESCs (fig. S1, J and K). eIF4A2 KD 
had a minimal effect on cell death/apoptosis of nonpluripotent NIH 
3T3 cells and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) (fig. S1, L to N), 
as well as pluripotent cells (fig. S1O). While eIF4A2 depletion did 
not affect proliferation of nonpluripotent cells, eIF4A2 KD decreased 
proliferation of pluripotent ESCs (Fig. 1E). In addition, only wild
type (WT), but not helicase activity dead mutants (DQAD and NEAD) 
of eIF4A2 (15), can rescue the eIF4A2 KD effects on ESC proliferation, 
morphology, and the expression of differentiation and 2C transcripts 
(Fig. 1E, and fig. S1, P and Q). These results established the essential 
role of eIF4A2 in maintaining the pluripotency. However, over
expression of eIF4A2 in ESCs (fig. S2A) had minimal effects on the 
ESC morphology, proliferation, or expression levels of pluripotency 
factors (fig. S2, A to D), suggesting that eIF4A2 is not limiting in ESC main
tenance. To explore its potential roles in establishing the pluripotency, 
we study the loss/gain of eIF4A2 in reprogramming of somatic cells 
to induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Despite its dispensability 
in MEFs (fig. S1, M and N), eIF4A2 KD markedly decreased MEF 
reprogramming efficiency by Yamanaka factors (fig. S2, E to G) (16) 
and also decreased reprogramming efficiency of preiPSCs to iPSCs 
(fig. S2, H to J). However, eIF4A2 overexpression had minimal effects 
on MEF or preiPSC reprogramming efficiencies (fig. S2, E to J). These 
results together establish the critical roles of eIF4A2 in the mainte
nance and establishment of stem cell pluripotency.

To characterize the molecular features of eIF4A2depleted ESCs, 
we performed RNA sequencing (RNAseq) of ESCs treated with control 
shRNAs (shCtrl) against empty vector (shEV) or luciferase (shLuc) 
and shRNAs against eIF4A2 (sheIF4A2) (using the same KD and 
drug selection time points as those for the TIF screen in Fig. 1B and 
table S1). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of RNAseq data of 188 down 
regulated genes and 583 upregulated genes (Fig. 1F) revealed the 
enrichment of GO terms “positive regulation of cell proliferation” 
and “negative regulation of cell proliferation,” respectively (Fig. 1G), 
consistent with the compromised growth of eIF4A2 KD ESCs 
(Fig. 1E). Notably, this proliferation defect of KD ESCs is also associated 
with increased “cell differentiation,” a GO term in the upregulated 
gene list (Fig. 1, F and G) without changes in cell death or apoptosis 
(fig. S1O), suggesting that differentiation is likely the cause for re
duced growth of eIF4A2 KD ESCs. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 
(GSEA) revealed the enrichment of gene sets representing all primary 
germ layers and, unexpectedly, placenta (trophectoderm) transcripts 
as well as zinc finger and SCAN domain containing 4 (Zscan4) 
event–associated 2Clike ESC transcripts (17) in eIF4A2 KD ESCs 
(Fig. 1H). Despite the upregulation of the RNA levels of three pri
mary germ layers, trophectoderm, and 2C genes, eIF4A2 KD did 
not change the RNA levels of master pluripotency genes (Fig. 1I). 
These results highlight the profound role of eIF4A2 in restricting early 

developmental potency and embryonic/extraembryonic differentiation 
potential for ESC maintenance.

eIF4A2 is responsible for translation activation 
and repression of mRNAs encoding cellular potency factors
eIF4A2 is a TIF, but its depletion did not alter global translation rates 
in ESCs (Fig. 2A). The lack of a global effect on translation upon 
eIF4A2 loss was also reported in nonpluripotent NIH 3T3, HeLa, 
and human embryonic kidney 293 cell lines (18, 19). These results 
suggest that eIF4A2 likely acts on a specific set of mRNAs for the 
translation initiation control of stem cell pluripotency.

To identify specific mRNAs whose translation initiation is regulated 
by eIF4A2 in ESCs, we first identified direct RNA binding targets of 
eIF4A2 by performing enhanced ultraviolet (UV) crosslinking im
munoprecipitation (IP) coupled with highthroughput sequencing 
(eCLIPseq) (Fig. 2B) (20) with biological replicates, which yielded 
reproducible results (fig. S3A). The binding peaks of eIF4A2 are en
riched in mRNAs, particularly at 5′ untranslated region (5′UTR) and 
the immediate neighboring region of coding sequence (CDS), an mRNA 
translation initiation region (TIR) that is crucial for the regulation 
of translation initiation (Fig. 2C; fig. S3, B and C; and table S2) (21). 
The GO analysis of the enriched binding sites revealed that its targets 
are important for embryonic development, stem cell maintenance, 
and regulation of translation (Fig. 2D).

Second, we explored the proteome changes upon eIF4A2 KD using 
SILAC (stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture)–based 
quantitative mass spectrometry (MS) (Fig. 2E). Upon eIF4A2 KD, 
the downregulated proteins were enriched for amino acid biosyn
thetic process and stem cell maintenance, whereas the upregulated 
proteins were clustered into protein phosphorylation and development 
related processes (fig. S3D and table S2). We filtered these proteins 
with maintained mRNA abundance upon eIF4A2 depletion and 
only chose the eIF4A2binding targets, obtaining a list of 267 and 
364 proteins that are decreased and increased, respectively, in 
eIF4A2 KD relative to control KD ESCs (Fig. 2F, fig. S3E, and table 
S2). These targets were considered as directly subject to the transla
tion initiation control by eIF4A2. Notably, the GO analysis of the 
downregulated proteins showed the enrichment of stem cell main
tenance as the top term (Fig. 2F), among which are 16 pluripotency 
associated factors, including the core transcription factors Nanog, 
Oct4, and Sox2, and all of them were targeted by eIF4A2 at their 
TIRs (fig. S3E and table S2). In contrast, the top upregulated 
proteins upon eIF4A2 KD were Zscan4c/d (Fig.  2F). This well
known 2C factor can activate its own transcription and the associated 
2C molecular program (17, 22), consistent with our GSEA result 
(Fig. 1H).

Third, we performed ribosome profiling (Fig. 2G) to validate the 
translational outcome of the aboveidentified eIF4A2 targets. The 
ribosome profiling results showed that eIF4A2 KD did not change 
the ribosome bindings on the housekeeping gene Vcl mRNA (encoding 
Vinculin) or the key global translation control gene Mtor mRNA 
(fig. S3F), confirming that eIF4A2 KD did not change the global 
translation (Fig. 2A). We then confirmed that a number of pluri
potency regulators, including the core factors Nanog, Oct4, and Sox2, 
are translationally activated by eIF4A2 with maintained mRNA levels 
but decreased binding of translating ribosomes [ribosomeprotected 
mRNA fragments (RPFs)] upon eIF4A2 KD (Fig. 2H and fig. S3G). 
The binding of eIF4A2 at TIRs (shaded in green in Fig. 2H and fig. 
S3G) and decreased protein levels of these pluripotency factors after 
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Fig. 2. eIF4A2 acts as both a translation activator and repressor of specific mRNAs encoding cellular potency factors. (A) Flow cytometry for OP-puro (O-propargyl- 
puromycin) incorporation in ESCs with control KD and eIF4A2 KD. CHX, cycloheximide, a protein synthesis inhibitor. (B) Schematic diagram of the eCLIP-seq protocol. WB, 
western blot. (C) Peak distribution around mRNAs of eIF4A2 targets, identified by eCLIP-seq. (D) GO analysis of eIF4A2 targets identified by eCLIP-seq. (E) Schematic diagram 
of SILAC-MS experiment protocol. (F) Graph of the frequency distribution of heavy/light (H/L; eIF4A2 KD/control) ratios of all proteins identified by SILAC-MS, with GO 
analysis of the genes that are targeted by eIF4A2 with decreased (left side, blue box) or increased (right side, orange box) protein levels while maintaining mRNA levels 
upon eIF4A2 KD. (G) Schematic diagram of the ribosome profiling protocol. (H) IGV (Integrative Genomics Viewer) snapshots on candidate genes showing RNA-seq (red) 
and RPF profiling (purple) datasets between control (shCtrl) and eIF4A2 (sh4A2) KD, and eIF4A2 binding (eCLIP-seq) profiling data (green) with binding of eIF4A2 at TIRs 
(for Nanog, Oct4, and Sox2) and the CDS of Zscan4c near 3′UTR shaded in green. The green marks below the Zscan4c gene architecture diagram are the CLIP–quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) amplicon positions in Fig. 6F. (I) Western blots of Nanog, Oct4, Sox2, and Zscan4 in ESCs with control KD and eIF4A2 KD. Vinculin serves 
as the loading control. (J) A model depicting eIF4A2-mediated translation activation of pluripotency transcripts and repression of Zscan4 in ESCs.
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eIF4A2 KD (Fig. 2I) were further confirmed. We also confirmed that 
eIF4A2 KD increased the RNA and RPF levels of Zscan4c/d, the Zscan4 
protein levels, and Zscan4+ cells in ESC culture (Fig. 2, H and I, and 
fig. S3, G and H). Notably, eIF4A2 binds to Zscan4c/d mRNAs 
at the CDS near 3′UTRs instead of TIRs (Fig.  2H and fig. S3G). 
These results demonstrate that eIF4A2 activates translation ini
tiation of pluripotency transcripts and represses the expression 
of the totipotency 2C marker Zscan4, which, in turn, restricts 
embryonic and extraembryonic lineage propensities in ESCs 
(Figs. 1H and 2J) (23).

eIF4A2 depletion affects ribosome binding at TIRs
To explore the mechanism underlying eIF4A2mediated transla
tion control, we compared genomewide transcriptional and transla
tional differences upon eIF4A2 depletion. Consistent with observations 
before, the homodirectional upregulated genes are enriched with 
differentiation genes [including trophectoderm markers glial cells 
missing 1 [Gcm1 (glial cells missing homolog 1)] and Fgf receptor 2 
(Fgfr2)] and 2C markers (e.g., Zscan4c/d), and the homodirectional 
downregulated genes are enriched for genes involved in negative 
regulation of mitochondrial fusion, which is also associated with 
cell differentiation (Fig. 3A, top, and B; fig. S4, A and B; and table S3) 
(24). Notably, upon eIF4A2 depletion, the distribution of ribosome 
binding is shifted, and the enrichment at TIR observed in the con
trol is lost (Fig. 3C), indicating that eIF4A2 KD compromised the 
ribosome binding at TIR with a greater extent than the ribosome 
binding on the other regions of mRNAs. The comparison of tran
scriptome and translation initiation “regulome” showed that more 
expression changes upon eIF4A2 KD occurred on the ribosome 
binding density at TIR (TIR_RPF, y axis), instead of RNA levels 
(x axis) (Fig.  3A, middle, and table S3), and there are more 
changes happening on TIR_RPF (Fig.  3A, middle) than RPF 
(Fig. 3A, top).

To identify the candidates through which eIF4A2 exerts the 
translation initiation control, we applied the stringent criteria to 
filter the eIF4A2 targets (see details in Materials and Methods). To 
focus on the molecular mechanisms underlying the ribosome re
cruitment mediated by eIF4A2, we only focus on the top candidates 
with the most significant ribosomebinding changes at TIRs upon 
eIF4A2 depletion. These consist of 60 and 75 genes with translation 
initiation increase and decrease, respectively, upon eIF4A2 KD 
(Fig. 3A, bottom, and table S4). Among the 60 upregulated genes, 
many genes can induce ESC differentiation or are important for 
cellular development, such as hexamethylene bisacetamide inducible 1 
(Hexim1) (25), transcription factor 12 (Tcf12) (26), transcription 
factor 3 (Tcf3) (27), and tet methylcytosine dioxygenase 1 (Tet1) 
(28). Thus, in eIF4A2depleted ESCs, the overexpression of these 
genes (at protein level) may contribute to the loss of pluri
potency and cellular differentiation. Conversely, among the 75 down 
regulated genes, eIF4A2 KD eliminated the ribosome binding at 
TIRs, observed in the control KD, of many pluripotency regulators 
(Fig. 2H and fig. S3G). The pluripotency program was thus directly 
downregulated through the loss of the translation initiation acti
vation upon eIF4A2 depletion. These results indicate the im
portance of the translation initiation activation exerted by eIF4A2 
in maintaining ESC identity. We, therefore, focused on character
izing the 75 genes whose translation initiation was activated by 
eIF4A2 to explore how eIF4A2 exerts translation initiation activa
tion control.

eIF4A2 activates target mRNAs via Kozak  
context–dependent and independent translation initiation
We first examined the ribosome density changes at both TIR and 
fulllength (FL) mRNA bodies of those 75 genes, revealing two dis
tinct patterns of RPF’s decrease upon eIF4A2 KD (Fig. 3, D to F): (i) 
the RPF reduction mainly at TIRs without alteration on the rest of 
mRNA bodies (temporarily defined as “red targets” red lines in 
Fig. 3D; ribosomal protein S26 (Rps26) as one example in Fig. 3E); 
(ii) the RPF reduction along FL mRNA bodies encompassing both 
TIRs and the rest of mRNA bodies (temporarily defined as “blue 
targets” blue lines in Fig. 3D; Mettl5 as one example in Fig. 3F).

Translation regulation can be driven by functional RNA regu
lons within TIRs, such as RNA elements and structures (21). To 
understand how eIF4A2 may distinguish the red from blue targets 
in translation initiation activation, we scanned eIF4A2binding motifs 
at TIRs of these targets (Fig. 3G). We found that the Kozak se
quence, which functions as the translation initiation site mediating 
ribosome assembly (21), was enriched only in the red group (rank 
1 in red; Fig. 3G). Analysis of the sequence enrichment around the 
start codons revealed that the Kozak consensus is more robust in 
the red group than in the blue group, considering the consensus 
with the most critical two nucleotide positions (G at +4, A/G at −3 
relative to +1 as the beginning of the start codon) for the Kozak 
sequence (Fig. 3H). We also noticed a motif with a pyrimidine (C/U) 
stretch in the eIF4A2binding motifs at red TIRs (rank 4 in the red; 
Fig.  3G), a prominent feature of the 5′ terminal oligopyrimidine 
motif (5′TOP) (29). The 5′TOP mRNAs encode various compo
nents of mRNA translation machinery, including ribosomal pro
teins, translation initiation/elongation factors, and some other 
proteins (29). We found six known 5′TOP mRNAs (eIF3K, Hint1, 
Mrps21, Plp2, Rps26, and Rpl15) in the red group and none in the 
blue group (Fig. 3I). While examining the transcriptional start 
sites (TSSs) of the rest of mRNAs using the database of TSS (30) 
and the RefSeq, UCSC resources (fig. S4C), we found 26 red but 
only 2 blue mRNAs having TOPlike motifs (Fig. 3I) (31). Further
more, compared with the red targets, the blue targets have longer 
5′UTR and more complicated RNA secondary structures, result
ing in greater minimum free energy estimates (Fig. 3, J and K, and 
fig. S4, D to F) (21).

Notably, pluripotencyassociated mRNA targets discussed be
fore are considered as blue targets on the basis of their RPF change 
patterns (Fig. 2H and fig. S3G) and the following 5′UTR character
istics: Similar to blue targets, pluripotency mRNAs bear weak Kozak 
consensus sequence (Fig. 3H), no known 5′TOP mRNAs or TOP
like motifs (Fig. 3I), longer 5′UTR (Fig. 3J), greater free energy esti
mates of 5′UTR (Fig. 3K), and more complicated 5′UTR structures 
(fig. S4, D to F).

Together, these results indicate that eIF4A2 activates translation 
initiation of two distinct groups of target mRNAs (red versus blue) 
depending on their 5′UTR length/sequences/structures and the 
Kozak consensus at TIRs. RNA regulons can confer ribosome spec
ificity to gene regulation (21, 32). The mRNAs with stringent Kozak 
sequences and short 5′UTR are known to be encoded by Rps26 
containing ribosomes, whereas Rps26deficient ribosomes enhance 
translation of mRNAs with weak Kozak sequences and long 5′UTR, 
clustering in specific regulatory pathways (33). We thus hypothe
sized that Rps26’s presence and absence in ribosomes might be re
sponsible for differential translation initiation of eIF4A2regulated 
red and blue targets, respectively.
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Fig. 3. eIF4A2 activates target mRNAs in two modes of action depending on their 5′UTR complexity and the Kozak consensus at TIRs. (A) Transcriptional versus 
translational (RPF; top) or translation initiation (TIR_RPF; middle) changes of all mRNAs and versus translation initiation changes of eIF4A2 TIR targets (bottom) in eIF4A2 
KD relative to control KD ESCs. Targets (75) with ribosome binding at TIR decreased upon eIF4A2 KD are indicated. (B) Venn diagram overlapping transcriptional and 
translational changes upon eIF4A2 KD with eIF4A2 binding targets. (C) Ribosome-binding distribution around mRNAs in control and eIF4A2 KD cells, identified by ribo-
some profiling. (D to F) eIF4A2 activates the translation initiation of two distinct groups among the 75 direct targets indicated in (A) based on RPF fold change (FC) be-
tween eIF4A2 KD and control KD at TIR and full-length (FL) mRNA body, respectively. One representative target of each group is shown in IGV plots (E and F). (G) Enriched 
motifs in eIF4A2 bound peaks at TIRs of the red (top), blue (middle), and pluripotency (bottom) targets. (H) Sequence conservation analysis of red, blue, and pluripotency 
targets around the start codons relative to the Kozak sequence. The two critical consensus nucleotides (−3 and +4) within the Kozak sequence are highlighted with purple 
dots. (I) Pie charts showing the red, blue, and pluripotency targets with known 5′TOP, TOP-like, or non-TOP mRNAs. (J and K) Graphs showing 5′UTR length (J) and free 
unfolding energy (in kilocalories per mole) (K) of the red, blue, and pluripotency (pluri.) targets. nt, nucleotide.
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Rps26-dependent and -independent translation control can 
distinguish two modes of translation activation 
exerted by eIF4A2
To validate the identified features (stringent Kozak sequence and 
5′TOP motif) in conferring Rps26dependent and independent 
eIF4A2 functions, we first tested our hypothesis that the pluripotency 
target mRNAs are preferred by Rps26deficient ribosomes. Supporting 
this, ESCs with Rps26 depletion through shRNAmediated KD main
tained both the typical domeshaped ESC morphology (Fig. 4, A and B) 
and protein expression levels of the pluripotency targets, such as 
Klf5, Oct4, and Sox2, and even a slight increase in Nanog protein 
level (Fig. 4C). In contrast, Rps26 depletion caused the reduced pro
tein abundances (Fig. 4C), but not RNA levels (Fig. 4D), of red tar
gets H3.3 and Suz12, confirming the Rps26dependent translation 
of red targets.

We then used the luciferase reporter assays to confirm that 5′UTRs 
of red and blue targets are functionally effective in mediating trans
lation initiation activation of corresponding luciferase reporter 
activities, demonstrated by downregulated luciferase activities upon 
eIF4A2 depletion, which can be rescued by sheIF4A2immune eIF4A2 
cDNA (Fig. 4, E to G). We further confirmed Rps26dependent 
and independent functions of eIF4A2 in differential translation 
control of red and blue targets by showing that the 5′UTR of the red 
targets, but not the blue targets, downregulated luciferase activities 
upon Rps26 depletion, which can be rescued by shRps26immune 
Rps26 cDNA (Fig. 4, E, G, and H). Notably, the shRps26 targets the 
CDS of Rps26 mRNA instead of 5′UTR, so the shRps26 does not 
target the Rps26 5′UTRluciferase reporter.

Last, we asked whether a minimal alteration (swap) of 5′UTR 
sequences between red and blue targets would correspondingly alter 
their translational response to the presence/absence of Rps26. By 
mutating the red target Rpl15 5′UTR with the deletion of its 5′TOP 
motif and disruption of the Kozak (fig. S5A), we found that the initially 
responsive and translationally rescuable Rpl15 5′UTR became non
responsive to Rps26 KD or the transgenic rescue with shRps26 immune 
Rps26 cDNA (Fig. 4I). Conversely, by mutating the blue target Oct4 
5′UTR with the adoption of 5′TOP from the red target Rpl15 5′UTR 
and a single nucleotide change that created an optimized Kozak motif 
(fig. S5B), we found that the initially nonresponsive Oct4 5′UTR be
came responsive, i.e., downregulated, to Rps26 KD, which can be 
translationally rescued by shRps26immune Rps26 cDNA (Fig. 4J). 
We also confirmed that these mutations did not affect the RNA 
stability (fig. S5, C and D).

Together, these results showed that eIF4A2 activates transla
tion initiation of its targets in two modes of action, through Rps26 
dependent and independent ribosomes, by recognizing the 
characteristic features of 5′UTRs, including Kozak sequence and 
5′TOP motif. Hereafter, we will mention these red and blue 
targets as Rps26dependent and Rps26independent targets, 
respectively.

eIF4A2 activates the translation of H3.3 to repress 
trophectoderm development
We next examined the functional relevance of eIF4A2mediated 
translation initiation of the Rps26dependent targets in maintaining 
the ESC identity. GO analysis of these targets (table S4) revealed the 
predominant presence of H3.3coding H3f3a and H3f3b genes in 8 
of 10 top terms (fig. S6A). Furthermore, supporting Rps26dependent 
translation initiation activation of H3.3 by eIF4A2, depletion of 

Rps26 (Fig. 4, C and D) and eIF4A2 (Fig. 5, A and B, and fig. S6B) 
led to downregulation of H3.3 TIR_RPF/protein but not mRNA 
levels, and the overexpression of Rps26 in eIF4A2 KD cells could 
rescue the H3.3 protein level partially (Fig. 5, C and D). This eIF4A2 
mediated translation initiation activation is highly specific to H3.3, 
but not H3.1/H3.2, as eIF4A2 KD affects neither ribosome binding on 
H3.1/H3.2 mRNAs nor H3.1/H3.2 protein synthesis, although eIF4A2 
binds to H3.1/H3.2 mRNAs (Fig. 5B, and fig. S6, C and D).

To understand how eIF4A2 binding to H3.3 mRNAs leads to 
translation activation, we used multiple RNA secondary structure 
prediction tools (see details in Materials and Methods), which 
yielded similar predicted structures for H3f3a/b 5′UTRs, revealing 
that most of the eIF4A2binding sites map to structured stem loops 
(Fig. 5E and figs. S6E and S7, A and B). Next, we performed the 
luciferase reporter assays with either mutations or deletions () 
of the eIF4A2binding regions or ribosomebinding regions in 
H3f3a/b 5′ UTRs (Fig. 5, E and F; and figs. S6, E and F, and S7). Our 
results (Fig. 5F and fig. S6F) revealed: First, all mutants caused various 
reductions in luciferase activity relative to WT [compare 4 (the bar 
number, same below), 7, 10, and 13 with 1], indicating that both 
eIF4A2 and ribosomebinding sites are critical for efficient transla
tion; second, upon eIF4A2 KD, a much larger reduction of luciferase 
activity was observed for WT reporter (compare 1 with 2) than any 
other individual mutants (compare each black bar with each light 
gray bar, such as 4 with 5), indicating that eIF4A2 loss only mini
mally exacerbates the translational defect already present in each 
individual mutants; third, upon eIF4A2 KD, ectopic expression of 
shRNAimmune eIF4A2 cDNA can rescue the translational de
fects caused by the loss of eIF4A2 expression in the WT reporters 
(compare 2 with 3) or the reporters with the mutations/deletions of 
ribosome binding sites (compare 11 with 12 and 14 with 15), but not 
of eIF4A2 binding regions (compare 5 with 6 and 8 with 9). These 
results are consistent with a general requirement of ribosome bind
ing in translation and, more importantly, highlight a specific con
tribution of eIF4A2 and its 5′UTR binding to the efficient translation 
of H3.3.

Depletion of H3.3 was reported to derepress trophoblast lineage 
genes in ESCs (fig. S6G) through disengagement of PRC2/SUZ12 
(another Rps26dependent target; Fig. 4, C and D) and consequent 
downregulation of H3K27me3 (8), which was also observed in 
eIF4A2depleted ESCs (Fig. 1H) with the decreased H3K27me3 level 
(Fig. 5B). Comparison of upregulated genes in H3.3 KD (8) and 
eIF4A2 KD revealed a significant number of overlapped genes with 
enrichment of GO terms, such as “embryonic placenta development” 
(Fig. 5, G and H), consistent with the GSEA results (Fig. 1H and fig. 
S6G). Furthermore, downregulation of eIF4A2, Rps26, and H3f3a/b 
was observed during the induction of trophoblast stem cells (iTSCs) 
from Oct4depleted ESCs (Fig. 5, I and J, and fig. S6, H and I) (6). 
The depletion of eIF4A2 also facilitated the differentiation of ESCs 
to iTSCs (Fig. 5K) based on the changes of both the morphology 
(Fig. 5L) and expression of the pluripotency and TSC markers (Fig. 5M). 
Last, analysis of the in vivo expression data (34) also revealed higher 
expression levels of eIF4A2, H3f3a, and H3f3b in the blastocyst 
than the placenta (Rps26 is not available) (fig. S6J), supportive to 
our in vitro findings. These results indicate that eIF4A2 participates 
in Rps26 dependent ribosomes to activate the translation initiation 
of a specific histone variant H3.3 and together with Suz12, restrict
ing trophectoderm differentiation and safeguarding ESC identity 
(Fig. 5N).
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Fig. 4. The two modes of translation activation exerted by eIF4A2 are in Rps26-dependent and -independent control. (A and C) Western blots of the indicated 
proteins in ESCs with control KD and Rps26 KD. (B) Cell morphology of ESCs with control KD and Rps26 KD. (D) The quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)–PCR result of 
Rps26, Suz12, H3f3a, and H3f3b in ESCs with control KD and Rps26 KD, relative to the expression levels in shNT and normalized to -actin expression. (E) Schematic of the 
luciferase reporter assay. pA, polyadenylation. (F) Western blots of the indicated proteins in ESCs expressing the indicated shRNA and plasmid. (G and H) Luciferase activity 
in cells transfected with mRNAs containing the 5′UTR of the red or blue target and expressed with the indicated shRNA and plasmid. (I and J) Luciferase activity in cells 
transfected with mRNAs containing the WT or mutated 5′UTR of the Rpl15 (I) or Oct4 (J) and expressed with the indicated shRNA and plasmid. n.s., not significant. 
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
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Fig. 5. eIF4A2 activates the translation initiation of H3.3 to inhibit trophectoderm differentiation. (A) IGV snapshots on H3f3a. The transcription start site and the 
translation start codon are indicated. (B and C) Western blots of the indicated proteins between control and eIF4A2 KD ESCs without (B) or with (C) Rps26 rescue. Vinculins 
serve as loading controls. (D) The protein quantification of data in (C), normalized to Vinculin. (E) Depiction of luciferase reporter constructs in which the luciferase gene 
is driven by H3f3a 5′UTR WT or mutants (MT) as described in Materials and Methods. (F) Luciferase activity of mRNAs driven by the H3f3a 5′UTR WT or mutants (MT) in KD 
and rescue cells. (G and H) Venn diagrams showing up-regulated transcripts upon eIF4A2 KD or H3.3 KD in ESCs (G) with corresponding GO terms of the overlapped genes 
(H). (I and J) Depiction of the TSC induction system (I) and qRT-PCR analysis of indicated transcripts, relative to those in TSCs normalized to -actin expression, during the 
ESC-to-TSC transition (J). P1 to P4, passage number, 3 days per passage; TSC, embryo-derived trophoblast stem cells. (K) Schematic of TSC induction from ZHBTc4 ESCs 
with control KD (shNT) or eIF4A2 KD (sheIF4A2). (L and M) Morphology (L) and qRT-PCR analysis (M) of shNT or sheIF4A2 KD cells during iTSC induction. (N) A model 
depicting eIF4A2-mediated translation initiation activation of H3.3 in the inhibition of extraembryonic trophectoderm in ESCs. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
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Fig. 6. eIF4A2 represses the 2C gene Zscan4 through the interaction with Ddx6. (A) Depiction of the double-reporter system with Zscan4c-EGFP and MERVL-tdTomato. 
(B and C) The flow cytometry (B) and the quantification (C) results of indicated populations in single and double KD cells as shown. (D) Depiction of the eIF4A2 inter-
actome with the top two GO terms and associated proteins. Poly(A), polyadenylate. (E, H, L, M, and N) Western blots of the indicated proteins under treatments as indi-
cated. Vinculin serves as the loading control. The protein quantification in (N) is normalized to the Vinculin protein density in (M). (F) CLIP–quantitative PCR on Zscan4c 
with eIF4A2, Ddx6, or immunoglobulin G (IgG) pulldown. The amplicon positions are labeled in Fig. 2H. (G) IGV snapshots on Zscan4c/d showing RNA-seq data (top two), 
polysome profiling data for monosome (mono), low polysome (low), and high polysome (high) (middle three and bottom three) between control WT (middle three) and 
Ddx6 KO (bottom three). RNA-seq and polysome profiling data are from GSE112765 and GSE112761 (38). (I) GSEA result of the 2C-like ESCs (Z4 event, Zscan4 expression) 
gene set by comparing Ddx6 KO with control cells. (J) qRT-PCR of Zscan4c in shNT-, shDdx6-, or sheIF4A2-infected ESCs with the treatment of the transcription inhibitor 
DRB (5,6-dichlorobenzimidazole 1--d-ribofuranoside, 100 M) at different time points. (K) IGV snapshots on Ddx6 with similar datasets are shown in Fig. 2H. (O) A model 
depicting eIF4A2-mediated translation initiation activation of Ddx6 and the cooperation between eIF4A2 and Ddx6 in the inhibition of Zscan4 in ESCs.
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eIF4A2 activates and interacts with Ddx6 to inhibit 
the totipotency 2C marker Zscan4 RNA and protein
Apart from roles in translation activation, eIF4A2 is also responsible 
for translation repression of many differentiationpromoting genes 
such as Hexim1 (25), Tcf12 (26), Tcf3 (27), and Tet1 (28) (Fig. 3A, 
bottom). Given that Zscan4 was the most upregulated protein 
(Fig. 2F) with a concomitant increase in the doublepositive (Zscan4+/
MERVL+) 2Creporter (35) populations in eIF4A2 KD ESCs 
(Fig. 6, A to C) and its prominent roles in regulating totipotent 
2Clike cells (5, 36), we decided to address how eIF4A2 represses 
Zscan4 in ESCs.

Zscan4 is a wellestablished marker of the 2C totipotency pro
gram (36). To confirm that the doublepositive (Zscan4+/MERVL+) 
cell subpopulation upon eIF4A2 KD was real 2Clike cells but not 
an intermediate cell population coexpressing the 2C and differenti
ation markers, we sorted the doublepositive (Zscan4+/MERVL+) and 
doublenegative (Zscan4−/MERVL−) ESC subpopulations upon 
eIF4A2 KD or control KD (two replicates for each group) and per
formed the RNAseq (fig. S8A and table S6). The principal compo
nents analysis result showed that the doublepositive groups upon 
eIF4A2 KD were the closest to the doublepositive groups upon 
control KD [shnontargeting (shNT)] (fig. S8B). In addition, the 
GSEA result revealed that the doublepositive groups upon eIF4A2 
KD even displayed a stronger 2Clike ESC gene expression signa
ture without a significant bias of differentiation signature compared 
with the doublepositive groups upon control KD (fig. S8C). 
Furthermore, comparison between the transcriptomes of eIF4A2 KD 
doublepositive cells and control KD doublenegative cells (equiva
lent to the predominant pluripotent cell population in WT ESCs) 
further highlighted the enrichment of 2C gene signature but not 
differentiation gene signature (fig. S8D). These results together sup
port the repressive roles of eIF4A2 in the 2C totipotency program 
and disfavor the possibility of Zscan4+ cell populations upon eIF4A2 
KD being an intermediate cell population coexpressing 2C and dif
ferentiation genes.

The translational repression roles of eIF4A2 was explored in 
HeLa cells, in which eIF4A2 interacts with the components of the 
Ccr4Not deadenylase complex to inhibit the translation of its tar
gets (37). To examine whether a similar repressive mechanism 
exists in ESCs, we performed eIF4A2 IP, followed by MS in ESCs 
(table S5 and fig. S8E). While many TIFs were identified in the 
eIF4A2 interactome, supporting its roles in translation initiation, 
we did not detect Ccr4Not components, suggesting a potentially 
different mechanism of eIF4A2 for translational repression in ESCs. 
Instead of Ccr4Not members, DEADbox helicase 6 (Ddx6) was 
identified in the eIF4A2 interactome in ESCs (Fig.  6,  D  and  E), 
which was reported to play roles in mRNA degradation and transla
tional repression in ESCs (38, 39). We confirmed the cobinding of 
Ddx6 and eIF4A2 on Zscan4c mRNA (Figs. 2H and 6F). Both RNA 
and protein upregulation of Zscan4c/d were observed from RNA
seq and polysome profiling of Ddx6 depleted ESCs compared with 
WT ESCs (Fig. 6G) (38). Ddx6 KD increased Zscan4 protein level 
(with a minimal effect on eIF4A2 protein level) (Fig. 6H), the Zs
can4+ cell population (fig. S8F), and doublepositive populations in 
Zscan4c–enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)/MERVL 
tdTomato doublereporter ESCs (Fig. 6, A  to C). Ddx6 depletion 
also upregulated Zscan4 expression [i.e., Z4 event (17)]–associated 
2Clike signature transcripts (Fig. 6I). These data support the in
volvement of Ddx6 in eIF4A2mediated Zscan4 repression.

Zscan4 expression is highly heterogeneous in ESC culture (36). 
To examine expression profiling of eIF4A2, Ddx6, and Zscan4  in 
ESCs, we first analyzed their RNA expression levels in mouse early 
embryogenesis, revealing that both eIF4A2 and Ddx6 have relatively 
low expression levels during the 2C stage (figs. S1D and S8G). In 
ESC culture, the singlecell RNAseq (40) indicates that, compared 
with the expression patterns of Oct4 (relatively homogeneous), Nanog 
(relatively heterogeneous/mosaicincolony), and Zscan4c (highly 
heterogeneous/spotincolony) (41), both eIF4A2 and Ddx6 are 
expressed in a rather heterogeneous pattern similar to Nanog 
(fig. S8H). However, when we ranked the cells based on Zscan4c 
RNA expression level [UMIFM (unique molecular identifiers filtered 
mapped) counts from 0 to 4], neither eIF4A2 nor Ddx6 showed 
obvious Zscan4c correlated or anticorrelated RNA expression pattern 
(fig. S8I), suggesting the important posttranscriptional (including 
translational) control of these factors. We then performed immuno
fluorescence to examine their protein levels, revealing relatively 
heterogeneous expression patterns of eIF4A2 and Ddx6 and con
firming the Pbody location of Ddx6 in ESCs as reported (fig. S8J) 
(38, 39). Zscan4+ cells are not present in the cell population with 
Pbodies (indicated by Ddx6expressing dots in fig. S8J, middle). 
However, we did notice a small number of non–Pbody Ddx6ex
pressing cells coexpress Zscan4 with the expression of Ddx6  in a 
diffused instead of classical Pbody–dotted pattern (Zoomin bot
tom panels in fig. S8J). We further confirmed that Ddx6 depletion 
inhibited the degradation of Zscan4c mRNA (Fig. 6J). These results 
suggest a specific role of Ddx6  in the repression of Zscan4 via a 
Pbody–dependent manner (and possibly also a Pbody–independent 
role of Ddx6 in Zscan4 activation).

To lend further support that eIF4A2 and Ddx6 may act together 
on gene repression, we compared upregulated genes in eIF4A2 KD 
(Fig. 1F) and Ddx6 knockout (KO) cells (38). We observed a signif
icant number of corepressed genes enriched in cell differentiation 
and “multicellular organism development” (fig. S8, K and L), con
sistent with the differentiation phenotype of both eIF4A2 KD (Fig. 1 
and fig. S1) and Ddx6 KD ESCs (fig. S8, M and N) (38). However, 
unlike eIF4A2 KD (Fig. 2, H and I), Ddx6 KD did not downregulate 
the protein levels of Oct4/Nanog/Sox2 (fig. S8, O and P). eIF4A2 
binds to the TIR of Ddx6 mRNA and translationally activates Ddx6, 
supported by the maintained mRNA abundance but decreased RPF 
levels of Ddx6 upon eIF4A2 KD (Fig. 6K). On the basis of the RPF 
change pattern, Ddx6 is an Rps26independent target under eIF4A2 
mediated translation initiation activation, confirmed by the luciferase 
reporter assays and western blot of Ddx6 in eIF4A2 or Rps26 
depleted ESCs (Figs. 4, C, G, and H, and 6L). eIF4A2 KD also pre
vented degradation of Zscan4c mRNA, consistent with Ddx6 
depletion (Fig. 6J). Moreover, while double KD of eIF4A2 and Ddx6 
did not synergize the upregulation of the 2Clike population com
pared with the single depletion (Fig. 6, A to C), overexpression of 
Ddx6 partially but not fully rescued the upregulation of Zscan4 
protein level in eIF4A2depleted ESCs (Fig. 6, M and N), suggesting 
that eIF4A2 and Ddx6 may function through the same pathway to 
regulate the 2Clike subpopulation in ESCs and that additional factors 
other than Ddx6 may also contribute to eIF4A2mediated repression 
of Zscan4 abundance (see Discussion). Together, these results estab
lish a model whereby eIF4A2 restricts the totipotency 2C program 
by activating the translation initiation of Ddx6 mRNA and recruit
ing Ddx6 protein for Zscan4 mRNA degradation and translational 
repression in maintaining pluripotency of ESCs (Fig. 6O).
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DISCUSSION
We demonstrate that eIF4A2 is specifically responsible for a unique 
translation initiation control mechanism dedicated to safeguarding 
ESC identity through restricting embryonic/extraembryonic differ
entiation and the totipotency 2C program (Fig. 7). On the one hand, 
eIF4A2 activates the translation initiation of histone variant H3.3 
(together with Polycomb protein Suz12) and pluripotency factors 
possibly through Rps26dependent and independent mecha
nisms, respectively, distinguished by RNA characteristics or regulon 
(i.e., RNA sequence elements and structural complexity) surround
ing the start codon and the 5′UTR, leading to the activation of 
pluripotency program and repression of multilineage differentiation 
(Fig. 7A). On the other hand, eIF4A2 translationally activates Ddx6 
mRNA and interacts with Ddx6 in binding CDS near 3′UTR of 
Zscan4 mRNAs, leading to Zscan4 mRNA degradation and transla
tion repression in restricting totipotency 2C program in pluripotent 
cells (Fig. 7B). We thus established a translational paradigm in the 
cytoplasm for the protein synthesis of stem cell potency transcrip
tion factors (e.g., Oct4, Sox2, Nanog and Zscan4) and epigenetic 
regulators (e.g., H3.3 and Suz12) imposed on their wellestablished 
transcriptional roles in the nucleus in promoting pluripotency 
and repressing trophectoderm/totipotency. Lending further support 
of our findings, eIF4A2constitutive KO mice were embryonic le
thal (www.taconic.com/knockoutmouse/eif4a2trapped) (Taconic 
Biosciences Inc.), and both mouse (fig. S1, J and K) and human (42) 
naïve ESCs rely on eIF4A2dependent, but not eIF4A1dependent, 
pathways to form a more compact naïve proteome for translating 
selective mRNAs (42).

An outstanding question remains as to why ribosome binding is 
only lost at TIR instead of FL mRNA bodies upon eIF4A2 depletion 
for the Rps26dependent targets. Emerging evidence shows that 
ribosomes can be stalled on transcripts during translation elongation 
(43, 44). mRNA translation is an energyconsuming process (45). 
5′TOP transcripts are highly abundant, and they are besttranslated 

by the heavy polysomes, and a small perturbation in these 5′TOP 
RNAcoding protein levels can lead to an acute and profound 
impact on broad downstream translation events (46, 47). Thus, 
ribosome stalling can avoid wasting dedicated energy and provide 
a rapid response to deter the current ongoing 5′TOP translation 
products. Upon eIF4A2 KD and Rps26 downregulation, Rps26 
independent ribosomes of high abundance, which may be enriched 
in monosomes and/or light polysomes under the normal condition, 
may start to bind and translate the Rps26dependent targets, causing 
stalling and trigger cisacting feedback inhibition of translation 
initiation (48). This can help explain the loss of ribosome binding at 
TIRs but no other regions on the Rps26dependent targets upon 
eIF4A2 depletion. Moreover, for the differences around the start 
codons among the Rps26dependent/independent targets (Fig. 3H), 
apart from the differences around the “−4” position, where Rps26 
binds (33), differences were also observed at −3, −5, and +4 posi
tions, which could be due to the overall ribosome structural changes 
upon Rps26 depletion altering the whole ribosomebinding profile 
on mRNAs. Although Rps26 was reported substoichiometric in free 
ribosome subunits relative to heavy polysomes in mouse ESCs (49), 
it remains to be determined whether it is substoichiometric in 
monosomes/light polysomes. It is also formally possible that ribo
somal proteins other than Rps26 in the eIF4A2 translatome may 
act alone or together with Rps26  in contributing to the func
tional specialization of eIF4A2 for translational control of stem cell 
pluripotency, a topic worthy of more investigations.

The Rps26dependent targets also include H3.3coding mRNAs. 
We did not detect H3.3 in the SILACMS assay (table S2), which may 
be due to the highly similar peptide sequences between H3.3 and 
H3.1/H3.2, as well as the highly K/Rrich histone peptides that may be 
overdigested by trypsin in SILACMS. Unlike canonical H3.1/H3.2 
mRNAs with stemloop structures at 3′UTRs for stemloop bind
ing protein (SLBP)–mediated translation (50), H3.3 mRNAs are non
canonical with introns, poly adenylated tails, and longer 5′UTRs/ 
3′UTRs without stemloop structures at 3′UTRs. These unique fea
tures potentially endow H3.3 with distinct gene expression control. 
Our study identified an eIF4A2mediated translation initiation 
activation of H3.3 in ESCs with Rps26dependent ribosomes. The 
role of H3.3 during early development and the recurrent mutations 
of H3.3 in multiple types of cancers have been well recognized (51), 
highlighting the importance of our findings on translation control 
of H3.3  in further understanding its roles in development and 
disease.

We showed that eIF4A2 activates the translation initiation of 
pluripotencyassociated mRNAs through Rps26independent ribo
somes. Mettl3 and Mettl14, two components of the methyltransferase 
complex, are the targets underlying this translation initiation control 
(table S2), which deposit N6methyladenosine (m6A) on key plu
ripotency transcripts to promote their degradation (52). This raises 
an intriguing possibility: eIF4A2 KD decreases protein synthesis of 
key pluripotency factors, but their mRNA levels, which are sup
posed to be downregulated as well on the basis of the feedforward 
transcriptional circuitry (23), are maintained. This can be explained 
by the stabilization of these mRNAs with reduced m6A modifications 
(52), resulting from reduced protein levels of Mettl3/14 whose mRNAs 
are subject to eIF4A2mediated translation initiation activation. 
Future investigation is needed to validate this potential mechanism.

Embryonic development is associated with the stepwise restric
tion of cell potency from totipotent 2C embryos to pluripotent ICM 

A

B

Fig. 7. A model depicting eIF4A2-mediated translational control in safeguard-
ing ESC identity. eIF4A2 is responsible for a unique translation initiation control 
network dedicated to safeguarding ESC identity. (A) eIF4A2 binds to the TIR of its 
targets to activate the translation initiation: eIF4A2 activates the translation initiation 
of H3.3 and Rps26 through Rps26-dependent ribosomes (red); eIF4A2 also activates 
specific pluripotency-associated mRNAs and Ddx6 through Rps26-independent 
ribosomes (blue). (B) Via the physical interaction with Ddx6, eIF4A2 represses 
Zscan4’s expression by binding CDS near 3′UTR (non-TIR) of Zscan4 mRNAs (orange).
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of the blastocyst (53); accordingly, pluripotency may require a 
proper restriction of the totipotency 2C program in ESCs. In ESCs, 
the expression of Zscan4 is transient and reversible in only 1 to 5% 
of the cell population (17), and overexpression of Zscan4c in ESCs 
activates MT2/MERVL and 2C genes (including Zscan4 cluster) (22), 
indicating an elaborate mechanism in ESCs responsible for the re
pression of Zscan4 and the associated 2C program. Here, we presented 
a previously unidentified mechanism of eIF4A2mediated repression of 
Zscan4 in ESCs, partly through Ddx6. The derepression of Zscan4 
upon eIF4A2/Ddx6 KD emerged in only a subpopulation of 
ESCs (figs. S3H and S8F), which may explain the low magnitude 
in bulk RNA expression changes of 2C markers (table S1). DDX6 
can also be recruited to 5′UTRs of some eIF4A2 TIR targets (39), 
which warrants future investigation for their potential collaborative 
or competitive roles in target gene expression control. H3.3 also im
pedes the 2C program in ESCs (54). It remains to be determined 
how eIF4A2 mediated translation repression and activation of 
Zscan4c/d and H3.3, respectively, may crosstalk or synergize in re
stricting the 2C program in ESCs and early development. Last, apart 
from Ddx6, eIF4A2 may enlist other factors in the eIF4A2 interac
tome, such as pumilio RNAbinding family member 1 (Pum1), to 
restrict 2C and lineage differentiation in maintaining the ESC identity. 
Pum1 is a posttranscriptional and translational repressor found in 
Pbodies and stress granules, and it can promote ESC differentiation 
during exit from pluripotency (55). In undifferentiated ESCs, eIF4A2 
may sequester Pum1 through their physical association and restrict 
its functions to prevent ESC differentiation, which warrants future 
investigation. Moreover, as Ddx6 and Pum1 can also be involved in 
microRNA (miRNA)–mediated repression (56, 57), we do not ex
clude the possibility that eIF4A2 may also be involved, indirectly, in the 
repression of certain mRNAs via miRNArelated functions in ESCs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Murine ESC culture
Feederfree murine ESCs were grown on 0.1% gelatincoated plates in 
ESC medium containing highglucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 
medium (DMEM), 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 M non
essential amino acids (NEAA), 1% nucleoside mix, 2 mM  lglutamine, 
penicillinstreptomycin (50 U/ml), 0.1 mM 2mercaptoethanol, and 
homemade recombinant LIF tested for efficient selfrenewal main
tenance, at 37°C and 5% CO2. For naïve culture conditions (2i/LIF), 
murine ESCs were cultured on 0.1% gelatincoated plates using 
serumfree N2B27 medium (DMEM/F12 and Neurobasal media were 
used in a ratio of 1:1, 1× B27 supplement, 1× N2 supplement, 
penicillin streptomycin (50 U/ml), 2 mM lglutamine, and 0.1 mM 
2mercaptoethanol) supplemented with glycogen synthase kinase 
3 inhibitor (CHIR99021, 3 M final), mitogenactivated protein 
kinase kinase inhibitor (PD0325901, 1 M final), and recom
binant LIF.

Construction of WT and mutant 5’ UTR-driven 
luciferase plasmids
For luciferase reporter assays, the indicated 5′UTR sequences were 
synthesized at Integrated DNA Technologies and inserted into the 
pGL3 luciferase reporter vector using Hind III and Nco I sites. 
The details for the 5′UTR construction in Fig. 5E and fig. S6E are 
the following: WT; MT, the mutant with mutations that disrupt the 
eIF4A2 (4A2MT) or ribosome (RiboMT)–binding region; 4A2/ 

Ribo, the mutant with the deletion of eIF4A2 (4A2) or ribo
some (Ribo)–binding site. In WT, red indicates eIF4A2 binding 
with the gradient denoting the binding strength; purple indicates 
the ribosome binding. In mutants, blue/violet nucleotides and lines 
indicate the mutation and the deletion, respectively, in the eIF4A2 
(blue)/ribosome (violet)–binding regions.

TSC culture and iTSC reprogramming
ZHBTc4 ESCs (6) are cultured in serum + LIF ESC medium. For iTSC, 
medium was replaced to TSC medium [RPMI 1640 supple
mented with 20% FBS, penicillinstreptomycin (50 U/ml), 0.1 mM 
2 mercaptoethanol, 2 mM lglutamine, 100 M NEAA, recombinant 
FGF4 (25 ng/ml), and heparin (1 g/ml)] supplemented with doxy
cycline (Dox) (1 g/ml).

Transfection and lentiviral infection
Transfection of cells was performed using Lipofectamine 3000 
according to the manufacturer’s manual. The production of lentivirus 
and viral infection were performed as described (58). All shRNA KD 
experiments followed the same time points as the RNAi screen, which 
ended on day 4.5 with 2.5day drug selection (puromycin,1 g/ml).

RNAi screen
To perform a TIF RNAi screen, we selected the constitutive shRNAs 
(three independent shRNAs per gene) with validated KD efficiencies 
wherever data were available in the literature. For those that have 
not been reported, we selected three independent shRNAs with the 
bestpredicted KD efficiency targeting both exons and 3′UTR re
gions. The lentivirus was prepared as previously described (58). ESCs 
were seeded in the gelatincoated tissue culture plates together with 
the viruses for viral infection (details as previously described) (58) 
(day 0). On day 1, the virus/medium was changed with regular 
serum/LIF ESC medium. From day 2, the medium was changed with 
serum/LIF ESC medium containing puromycin (1 g/ml) daily to 
select the infected cells. The negative control for drug selection showed 
that the drug treatment killed all uninfected cells after 2 days. On 
day 4.5, AP staining was performed to record the phenotype.

This screen identified eIF4A2 as the TIF specifically required for 
ESC maintenance from an RNAi screen of all factors involved in 
translation initiation. To our knowledge, this is the first screen spe
cifically focused on the translation initiation machinery. Many 
largescale RNAi/CRISPR screens collected results 48 or 72 hours 
after introductions of short RNAs (shRNA/small interfering RNA/
single guide RNA) against targets (59–62), but as median halflives 
of eukaryotic mRNAs and proteins are 9 and 46 hours separately 
(63), a lot of important candidates were overlooked because of the 
presence of their undegraded proteins at the end of those screens. 
These time points are particularly important for the factors involved 
in translational control as it would take longer for their targets to 
have responses in their protein levels. Therefore, we ended our screen 
at day 4.5 after infection. This time point is indeed important as upon 
eIF4A2 KD, the loss of the domeshaped ESC morphology started 
around 3.5 days later, explaining why eIF4A2 was overlooked by many 
previous screens. In addition, we recorded screen results with AP 
staining, a direct phenotypic marker of pluripotent stem cells, instead 
of transgenic reporters used in many other studies (59–61). Trans
genic reporters are proper and sensitive to transcriptional change while 
not suitable for identifying direct translational change, and they are 
limited to the response of certain transcriptional regulatory elements.
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iPSC reprogramming
MEF reprogramming was performed as described (16) with a few 
modifications. Briefly, 100,000 reprogrammable MEFs containing a 
Doxinducible OKSM (Oct4, Klf4, Sox2, and cMyc) cassette were 
infected with shRNA lentiviruses or transfected with plasmids, fol
lowed by puromycin (1 g/ml) or hygromycin (250 g/ml). After the 
drug selection, 95,000 MEFs were seeded on top of irradiated MEF 
feeders on a 12well tissue culture plate coated with gelatin, in Dox 
containing serum/LIF ESC medium (day 0). From day 13, the medium 
was changed to serum/LIF ESC medium without Dox until day 19, 
when APstaining was performed to record the reprogramming result.

MEFderived NanogGFP preiPSCs were maintained and used 
for reprogramming as described (64). Briefly, MEFderived NanogGFP 
preiPSCs were infected with shRNA lentiviruses or transfected with 
plasmids. A total of 20,000 preiPSCs were seeded after selection on 
a 12well tissue culture plate coated with gelatin and grown in 
serum + LIF for 2 days before medium switch to 2i + LIF. On day 
10 in 2i + LIF, NanogGFP iPSC colonies were counted under fluo
rescence microscopy.

Immunofluorescence staining
Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (w/v) for 15 min at room 
temperature, washed, then permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X100 
solution for 5 min at room temperature, and blocked with 5% 
FBS. Then, cells were incubated with primary antibodies and 5% FBS 
in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) overnight at 4°C. The next day, 
after washing, cells were incubated with secondary antibodies and 
3 M 4′,6diamidino2phenylindole with 5% FBS in PBS for 1 hour 
at room temperature in the dark. After washing, cells were imaged 
with a Leica DMI 6000 inverted microscope.

Whole-cell extract preparation, co-IP, and Western blot
Wholecell lysates were harvested from ESCs in lysis buffer [50 mM 
Hepes (pH 7.6), 250 mM NaCl, 0.1% NP40, 0.2 mM EDTA, 
1.4 mM mercaptoethanol, 0.2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 
(PMSF), and 1× protease inhibitor cocktail], and before IP, NaCl 
concentration of the lysates was diluted to 179 mM with dilution 
buffer [20 mM tris (pH 7.6), 20% glycerol, 0.05% NP40, 0.2 mM 
EDTA, 1.4 mM mercaptoethanol, 0.2 mM PMSF, and 1× protease 
inhibitor cocktail]. The lysates were incubated with the antieIF4A2 
antibody or immunoglobulin G (IgG) control by rotating overnight 
at 4°C. On the 2nd day, Protein G agarose beads were equilibrated 
with lysis buffer diluted with dilution buffer (179 mM NaCl). The 
lysate/antibody mixtures were added to the equilibrated beads and 
rotated for 3 hours at 4°C. The bound beads were washed five times 
with wash buffer [50 mM Hepes (pH 7.6), 179 mM NaCl, 0.1% NP40, 
0.2 mM EDTA, 1.4 mM mercaptoethanol, and 0.2 mM PMSF] and then 
eluted with SDS–dithiothreitol (DTT) loading buffer by boiling for 5 min 
at 95°C. Eluted proteins were separated by SDS–polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (PAGE) and visualized by Western blotting. True
blot secondary antibody was used to reduce the IgG detection.

IP of eIF4A2 protein complexes in ESCs and liquid 
chromatography–tandem MS analysis
To identify eIF4A2interacting partners in ESCs, we used three 
different antieIF4A2 antibodies [IP1: ab194471 (mouse polyclonal, 
Abcam), IP2: ab31218 (rabbit polyclonal, Abcam), and IP3: PA527431 
(rabbit polyclonal, Thermo Fisher Scientific)] to isolate eIF4A2 
protein complexes independently for MS identification, with IgG 

pulldown as controls (for ab194471, the control was a normal 
mouse IgG polyclonal antibody, 12371 from SigmaAldrich; for 
ab31218 and PA527431, the control was a normal rabbit IgG poly
clonal antibody, PP64 from MilliporeSigma). Wholecell lysates were 
prepared as previously described from 20 cm–by–15 cm dishes of 
WT ESCs. Then, to decrease the salt concentration to 100 mM, the 
lysates were transferred to a dialyzer with dialysis buffer [20 mM 
Hepes (pH 7.9), 20% glycerol (v/v), 100 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 
0.2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.2 mM PMSF, and 1× protease 
inhibitor cocktail] at 4°C for 3 hours. The precipitated proteins 
were removed by centrifugation. Then, the total protein mass of the 
lysates was determined after protein concentration measurement. 
Ten milligrams of proteins were used for each IP, and some lysates 
were left as Input. IP lysates were diluted with dialysis buffer sup
plemented with 0.02% NP40 (dubbed IPDNP) to 12 ml, and 
Benzonase (20 l, 15 U/l; Pierce) was added to remove DNA and 
RNA. The lysates were precleared with 100 l of IPDNP buffer–
equilibrated Protein G agarose beads per 10 mg of total protein for 
1 hour at 4°C, followed by incubation with 20 g of antieIF4A2 
antibody (or IgG) by rotating overnight at 4°C. On the 2nd day, 
Protein G agarose beads were equilibrated with IPDNP buffer. The 
lysate/antibody mixtures were added to the equilibrated beads and 
rotated for 3 hours at 4°C. After the bound beads were washed five 
times with IPDNP buffer, the protein complexes were eluted with 
SDS loading buffer by boiling for 5 min at 95°C and separated by an 
SDSPAGE gel. Whole lanes were excised and subjected to liquid 
chromatography–tandem MS (LCMS/MS) analysis. MS data were 
processed by Thermo Proteome Discoverer software with SEQUEST 
engine against SwissProt mouse protein sequence database. Pro
teins were filtered by the minimal number of identified unique 
peptides (≥2). Common contamination proteins (e.g., keratins) 
were removed, and spectral count (the number of peptide spectrum 
matches) ratio of (eIF4A2 IP/IgG) ≥4 was applied. The list was 
cleaned with CRAPome (65). The lists for three IP/IgG groups 
with spectral count ratios are present in table S5. Of the three 
lists, the proteins presented in at least two lists were combined as the 
final eIF4A2 interactome in ESCs for GO analysis (Fig. 6D).

SILAC-MS profiling of relative protein levels
ESCs were cultured in the medium labeled by either light (larginine 
and llysine) or heavy (l13C6

15N4arginine and l13C6
15N2lysine) 

for more than 2 weeks. The cells cultured in light and heavy media 
were infected with control shRNAs and eIF4A2 shRNAs, respectively. 
The infected cells were selected by puromycin (1 g/ml), and the 
cell lysates at different SILAC media were equally mixed as indi
cated in Fig. 2E, resulting in four mixtures. Protein lysates were 
dissolved in 8 M urea buffer and subjected to tryptic digestion, fol
lowed by LCMS/MS using an OrbitrapVelos mass spectrometer. 
MS data were processed by Thermo Proteome Discoverer software 
for protein quantification and identification. Proteins were filtered 
by being identified in at two of four replicates (“Count” ≥ 2). 
There were 1360 proteins identified, among which there are 483 
downregulated and 561 upregulated upon eIF4A2 KD. Then, 
these proteins were filtered on the basis of whether their mRNA 
levels are considered as not changed upon eIF4A2 KD, whether 
their mRNAs are eIF4A2 targets, and whether their mRNAs are 
eIF4A2 TIR targets (fig. S3E). All the data and statistical results, 
including the SD and relative SD (RSD), as well as the filter processes 
are present in table S2.
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Apoptosis detection assay and flow cytometry
Apoptotic analysis was determined using the fluorescein isothio
cyanate (FITC) annexin V apoptosis detection kit with propidium 
iodide (PI) (640914, BioLegend) and performed according to the 
manufacturer’s manual. First, singlecell suspension was achieved 
using cell strainers to remove large clumps of cells. Then, both 
annexin V– and PIstained cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. 
The flow cytometry used an LSRII Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences), 
and data were analyzed using FlowJo software.

Protein synthesis measurements using  
O-propargyl-puromycin incorporation
Opropargylpuromycin (OPpuro) is used to label nascent peptides, 
indicating a global translation level (66). To measure protein syn
thesis, ESCs were incubated for 30 min in serum/LIF medium sup
plemented with OPPuro (50 M; ab146664, Abcam). Cells were then 
harvested, washed with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 
15 min on ice, and permeabilized with PBS supplemented with 3% 
FBS for 5 min at room temperature. The ClickiT Plus OPPuro 
Alexa Fluor 647 assay was done according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol (ClickiT Cell Reaction Buffer Kit, C10269, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). Cells were resuspended in 200 l of PBS supplemented 
with 3% FBS and 0.1% saponin and analyzed by flow cytometry. To 
inhibit OPPuro incorporation (the CHX group), cycloheximide 
(CHX; 100 g/ml) was added 30 min before OPPuro.

Luciferase assay
Luciferase assay was performed in ESCs transfected with 10 ng of 
pRLTK and 200 ng of luciferase reporter plasmids containing the 
5′UTR elements using Lipofectamine 3000. Fortyeight hours after 
transfection, the cells were lysed, and luminescence was assayed using 
the DualGlo luciferase assay kit (E2920, Promega) according to the 
manufacturer’s manual. The measurements were performed in 
triplicate biological samples.

RNA extraction and quantitative reverse transcription 
polymerase chain reaction
RNA was extracted from the indicated cell lines with the RNeasy Kit 
(74136, QIAGEN) and converted to cDNA using qScript (95048, 
Quanta). Relative gene expression levels were analyzed with Light
cycler 480 SYBR green master mix (4729749001, Roche) on the 
LightCycler480 realtime polymerase chain reaction (PCR) system 
(Roche). Gene expression levels were normalized to the actin 
expression level.

RNA-seq and data analysis
RNAseq was performed in ESCs infected with control shRNAs or 
eIF4A2 shRNAs. Biological duplicates were prepared. Total RNA 
from each sample was extracted from the cells with the RNeasy kit 
(74136, QIAGEN). Samples were prepared, indexed, pooled, and 
sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq system according to a polyadenylated 
RNA selection protocol per the manufacturer’s instructions.

RNAseq reads were aligned to the mouse mm9 genome using 
Bowtie2 (v2.3.4.3), and aligned bam files were sorted by name using 
the parameter n. We used the HTSeq software (v0.11.2) and mm9 
annotation file from GENCODE (www.gencodegenes.org/mouse/
release_M1.html) to count reads for each gene using parameters r 
name f bam, and BioMart (67) to retrieve corresponding genes 
names. Last, read counts were normalized with the trimmed mean of 

Mvalues (TMM) method (68) for differential expression analysis 
using edgeR (v3.26.8) (69).

Public RNAseq data were downloaded (refer to Data and mate
rials availability), aligned to mm9, and then followed by the same 
processing setting as mentioned above. The significance value in 
Fig. 5G and fig. S8K reflects the probability of finding overlapping 
genes using the hypergeometric test.

RNA secondary structure prediction
RNA secondary structures were determined using (i) RNAfold web 
server with minimum free energy prediction and thermodynamic 
ensemble prediction (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgibin/RNAWebSuite/
RNAfold.cgi); (ii) RNAstructure (https://rna.urmc.rochester.edu/
RNAstructureWeb/Servers/Predict1/Predict1.html) with Fold results, 
MaxExpect results, and ProbKnot results; (iii) vs_subopt (version 5.39) 
(http://rna.itchiba.ac.jp/~vsfold/vs_subopt/).

The energy of stemloop, stack, exteriorloop, and bulgeloop are 
computed by the software RNAstruture (v6.2) (https://rna.urmc.
rochester.edu/RNAstructure.html). For each gene, only the structure 
with the lowest total energy is taken into consideration.

GO and GSEA
GO analysis was carried out by the DAVID (The Database for 
Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery) functional 
annotation program (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp). The terms 
are ranked according to the P value that the program provided with 
default parameters.

GSEA (v4.1.0, available at www.gseamsigdb.org/gsea/index.jsp) 
was used to determine whether the set was statistically enriched in 
eIF4A2 KD versus control KD, Ddx6 KO versus WT (38), and H3.3 
KD versus control KD (8). The 2Clike ESC (Z4 event–associated) 
gene set was from a published RNAseq dataset containing signifi
cantly more highly expressed genes in Zscan4+ cells than in Zscan4− 
cells (17). The other gene sets were from the GSEA MSigDB database 
(the Molecular Signatures Database): epidermis development (systematic 
name: M14065), mesoderm development (systematic name: M15421), 
endoderm differentiation (systematic name: M34153), formation of 
primary germ layer (systematic name: M10670), placenta genes 
(systematic name: M16071), hindbrain differentiation (systematic 
name: M13307), and cell differentiation (GO: 0030154). The nor
malized enrichment score (NES) and false discovery rate (FDR) were 
calculated by GSEA and indicated for each enrichment test.

eCLIP-seq and data analysis
eCLIPseq libraries were performed in duplicates according to the 
published eCLIPseq protocol (20). Briefly, 20 million ESCs were 
UV crosslinked at 400 mJ/cm2 with 254nm radiation. Cells were 
lysed in iCLIP lysis buffer and sonicated with Bioruptor. The cell 
lysates were treated with diluted ribonuclease I (RNase I) to fragment 
RNA. The eIF4A2 antibody (ab31218, Abcam) was precoupled to 
Protein G Dynabeads and then added into the cell lysate, followed 
by overnight incubation at 4°C. A total of 2% of the lysate was taken 
as the input sample, and the remaining lysate was magnetically 
separated and washed with lysis buffer. During washing, RNA was 
dephosphorylated with FastAP and T4 PNK, followed by a 3′RNA 
adapter ligation with T4 RNA ligase. Then, ProteinRNA complexes 
were separated by an SDSPAGE gel and transferred to nitrocellu
lose membranes. eCLIP was performed by excising the membrane 
area on the basis of the molecular weight of eIF4A2 from the site of 
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their molecular weight (47 kDa) to the site with 75 kDa more (122 kDa). 
The SMInput (sizematched input) was used for each biological rep
licate, and the excised area was the same as its corresponding IP sample. 
The details of RNA adapter ligation, IP, Western blot, RNA purifica
tion, reverse transcription, DNA adapter ligation, cDNA quantifica
tion, PCR amplification, and library purification were performed as 
eCLIPseq protocol (20).

eCLIPseq reads were processed by following the Nature Method 
protocol (20). Adapters were trimmed (cutadapt v1.18), and reads less 
than 18 base pair were discarded using parameters m 18 a NNNNNN 
NNNNAGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCAC g 
ACGCTCTTCCGATCT A AGATCGGAAGAGCGT A GATCG
GAAGAGCGTC A ATCGGAAGAGCGTCG A TCGGAAGAG
CGTCGT A CGGAAGAGCGTCGTG A GGAAGAGCGTCGTGT 
for round 1 and parameters m 18 A AGATCGGAAGAGCGT A 
GATCGGAAGAGCGTC A ATCGGAAGAGCGTCG A TCG
GAAGAGCGTCGT A CGGAAGAGCGTCGTG A GGAAGAG
CGTCGTGT for round 2. Mapping reads were then performed 
against mouse elements in RepBase (70) with STAR (v2.6.1b) (71). 
Repeat mapping reads were segregated, and all others were mapped 
against the mouse mm9 genome with STAR (v2.6.1b). PCR duplicates 
were removed from uniquely mapping reads to get usable reads. 
Multiple inline barcodes were merged for usable reads, followed by 
peak identification with the clipper software (v0.2.0, https://pypi.
org/project/clipper/) using parameters s mm9 Bonferroni  
superlocal thresholdmethod binomial savepickle on read 2 
only (Bonferroni correction was used on our peaks to reduce false 
positives. A semiexperimental option, “superlocal” was used to 
pick up peaks that may be missed with genomewide or genewide 
thresholds). In addition, on the basis of these candidate peaks, we 
further use the eCLIP sizematched input as control and then com
pare eCLIP with the input data to get peaks enriched in eCLIP sam
ples with an intensity fold change of more than two. Given these, we 
used the same code “s mm9 Bonferroni superlocal threshold 
method binomial savepickle” for peak calling and “Peak_
input_normalization_wrapper.pl” for peak normalization in the 
abovementioned Nature Method paper and then filtered with a fold 
change of >2 to get our peaks. TIRs were extracted by the code 
(https://github.com/stephenfloor/extracttranscriptregions). 
Binding peaks on the coding exon and TIR were extracted as the 
target and TIR target–binding peaks. These peaks were then annotated 
with gene names using annotatePeaks.pl script in HOMER tools 
(72), respectively. Genes in the former list were identified as targets, 
and those in the latter were TIR targets.

For repetitive analysis, both reads were counted for input and 
eCLIP data on 3′UTR, intron, CDS, and 5′UTR regions and then 
normalized by the TMM method (68). Fold changes were calculated 
for both replicates using the TMM value. The correlation coefficient 
was lastly calculated on the basis of fold change values to indicate 
the data repeatability. For peak distribution analysis, we used the 
Guitar (v1.20.1) (73) to visualize the binding frequency on 5′UTR, 
CDS, and 3′UTR regions.

Ribosome profiling and data analysis
Ribosome profiling was performed using ESCs infected with control 
shRNAs (shNT and shGFP) or eIF4A2 shRNAs. Total RNA and RPF 
libraries were prepared using the TruSeq Ribo Profile (Mammalian) 
Kit (RPHMR12126, Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s 
reference guide (document no. 15066016 v01) with RiboZero Gold 

Kit (H/M/R) (MRZG126, Illumina). The prepared libraries were 
sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 system (Illumina).

Ribosome profiling data reads were first adaptertrimmed using 
FASTXToolkit (v0.0.14; http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit) 
with the parameter a AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCT. Then, 
ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA reads were removed using Bowtie 
(v1.2.3). The remaining reads are aligned to the mouse mm9 genome 
using TopHat (v2.1.1). The matched total RNAseq data were also 
processed with the same processing procedure. These aligned bam 
files were sorted by name with the parameter –n and counted by 
HTSeq (v0.11.2). For genes, we counted using parameters r name f 
bam. For transcripts, we used parameters r name f bam nonunique 
all to count reads on TIR and CDS regions. All read counts were 
normalized using the TMM method (68).

In Fig. 3A, to select the candidates through which eIF4A2 con
trols the translation initiation program to safeguard ESC identity, 
we applied the following stringent criteria to filter the eIF4A2 tar
gets [from the middle (table S3) to the bottom (table S4) in Fig. 3A]: 
(i) the mRNAs are targeted by eIF4A2 at TIR; (ii) upon eIF4A2 KD, 
RPF changes on both TIR and FL RNA have a similar trend 
(both increase or both decrease); and (iii) the mRNAs with low 
ribosome density are excluded to obtain the most accurately regu
lated changes instead of the variance caused by noises [the targets 
with either of the following conditions were excluded: (i) the average 
TMM of RPF on FL RNA in all samples <15; (ii) the average TMM 
of RPF on RNA TIR in all samples/TIR length (in nucleo
tides) < 0.02]. Notably, the pluripotencyassociated targets (fig. 
S3E) are not in the group of translational change (Fig. 3A, bottom) 
due to their RPF fold changes at TIRs not crossing the threshold 0.5 
(higher than 0.5).

Polysome profiling data analysis
Public polysome profiling data were downloaded [Gene Expression 
Omnibus (GEO); accession: GSE112761) and then trimmed using 
Trim Galore (v0.5.0). Trimmed data were aligned to the mm9 
genome using bowtie2 (v2.3.4.3) and then sorted with parameter n 
and counted using HTSeq software (v0.11.2). All read counts were 
normalized using the TMM method.

Sequence enrichment analysis
Information for all mm9 mRNA transcripts was extracted from 
the Ensembl database (Release 67, http://may2012.archive.ensembl.
org/Mus_musculus/Info/Index), including 5′UTR length, 5′UTR 
sequence, CDS length, CDS. The minimum free energy was cal
culated for all 5′UTR sequences using RNAalifold (v2.4.11) (74). 
We conducted sequence motif analysis on 5′UTR sequences, 
TIRbinding sequences, and ribosomebinding sequences around 
the start codon, and these results were visualized by the ggseqlogo 
(v0.1) (75).

Motif enrichment analysis
RNA motifs were determined using the findMotifsGenome.pl script 
in HOMER tools (72) with the parameter rna.

High-throughput sequencing data visualization
All processed and indexsorted bam files of highthroughput se
quencing data were converted to TDF files using the count com
mand of igvtools, followed by visualization using IGV (Integrative 
Genomics Viewer) software (76).
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Quantification and statistical analysis
Except for GSEA, all other statistical analysis was performed with 
GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc.), Excel, or R (www.rproject.
org/). Statistical significance was identified by Student’s t test or 
oneway analysis of variance with Tukey’s posttest as indicated in the 
manuscript or figure legends. P values of less than 0.05 were considered 
statistically significant. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abm0478

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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